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IN THE GREEN REICH, WE ARE
ALL JEWS
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This is a book that everyone must read. It is brief, to the point – and utterly frightening, for it lays out the
end-game of environmentalism, which will affect us all, if we blindly keep empowering it, as we are
now so gleefully doing.

People often wonder how Hitler was allowed to come to power and carry out his plan? Just look at the
way you vote, the way you think about humans and this planet, why you want to go green, what you
demand from politicians you elect when it comes to the environment.

If you are honest about the answers that you arrive at, you will understand how evil becomes
institutionalized and therefore massively murderous. Hitler famously said that he had planted the seed
and no one could now predict how and when it would grow back again.

Environmentalism is that Hitlerian seed, sprouted and flourishing, and which is now so eagerly being
nurtured to maturity by people who naively believe that they are doing the right thing. And once the
process of evil is locked into place, its mechanisms always follow through to their bitter end. Such is the
dire warning of this timely book.

The author, Drieu Godefridi, a Belgian philosopher, writes in the grand tradition of Émile Zola’s open
letter, J’Accuse! Like Zola, he has shoved before our complaisance a defiant open-letter to humanity, in
which he warns against the death-cult that is environmentalism, whose adherents now inhabit the
highest political, social and cultural offices and positions, and who are widely regarded as the
vanguards of morality. Huge money fuels environmentalism, because it is a source of profit and
therefore an industry. Thus, celebrities tout it, experts hector us with its “facts,” politicians tax us over it
and legalize it - and it is now a towering Moloch, to which all must bend knee, and into whose maw we
must toss our humanity.

Godefridi’s original, French title was posed as a question, L'écologisme, nouveau totalitarisme?
(“Ecologism, the New Totalitarianism?”). The answer to which is a ringing, “Yes!”

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2930650249/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2930650249&linkId=fe9fd4c2d1e99510c4d6a32669c918c6
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2930650249/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2930650249&linkId=fe9fd4c2d1e99510c4d6a32669c918c6
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1258025329/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1258025329&linkId=03e454492eed1af20a90eb9d376bdd9f
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Drieu+Godefridi&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=a8d2793bce66018a6ae601148aa5548a&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0300073674/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0300073674&linkId=1f8e51cc21bc16196ed59a555a0f0a85
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0300073674/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0300073674&linkId=1f8e51cc21bc16196ed59a555a0f0a85
https://www.insidephilanthropy.com/fundraising-for-climate-change
https://climatechangedispatch.com/5-moneyed-environmentalists-who-profit-off-global-warming/
https://www.csmonitor.com/Business/Consumer-Energy-Report/2012/0728/The-big-money-of-environmentalism
https://gardencollage.com/change/climate-change/celebrities-care-environment-want-know/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/2019/11/05/more-than-scientists-around-world-declare-climate-emergency/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/10/carbon-tax-most-powerful-way-to-combat-climate-change-imf.html
https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-climate-change-laws-around-world
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07RLVKWLP/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B07RLVKWLP&linkId=7b5fb5b808b1858c5b9d3eceb6fb6278
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07RLVKWLP/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B07RLVKWLP&linkId=7b5fb5b808b1858c5b9d3eceb6fb6278
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But this is totalitarianism in the true sense of the word, not in the muddled way that this term is
commonly tossed about in popular parlance. Ecologism (or environmentalism, as is more usual in
English) seeks to take total control of all aspects of human life, even to the extent of determining how
many people may actually live on this planet.

Such totalizing means that human life itself can no longer be possible outside the parameters
established and policed by environmentalism. Thus, the various curtailments of human liberty that we
now agree as acceptable – hate speech laws, rights legislation, indigenization, the green initiative,
fewer births and declining populations – these are all slow entrenchments of totalitarianism, where
humanity is purely defined by the logic of environmentalism. But notice that this creed is always
clothed in the appearance of morality, as being the “right” thing to do. And people for the most part love
such clothing, because there yet remains a deep hunger for morality, despite avowed atheism. As such,
environmentalism is the new religion whose tenets Goidefridi thoroughly explores.

The English translation of the book, recently published, bears a more sinister title, The Green Reich. The
question in the original has now been transformed into a cogent warning, wherein the future is hyper-
Hitlerian, in which all of humanity will be held in the same contempt as the Jews in Hitlerian ideology.
And Godefridi makes it very clear that the grim program of the environmentalists is far more
comprehensive and thorough than anything Hitler could imagine. But the aim is similar; only the labels
have shifted – to return purity to nature, to the planet, through the destruction of verminous humanity.

Two common presuppositions that undergird all aspects of environmentalism are that the planet is
over-populated, and therefore, there is overconsumption of resources. This results in harmful waste,
especially CO2.

These Neo-Malthusian assumptions then proceed to fashion “solutions,” which must be implanted, in
order to combat the glut of humanity. Thus, the population of the planet must first be reduced. This will
greatly lessen the consumption of natural resources, which will eliminate C02. Therefore, very few
humans, and perhaps none, should live on this planet, in order for earth to continue to live on into the
future. Nature now is far more important than humanity, because humanity is seen as inherently
unnatural, entirely alien to the planet. In effect, mankind is a terrible disease, from which earth needs to
be cured.

Stark choices always construct the most powerful narratives, because they demand totalizing solutions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hate_speech
https://www.un.org/en/sections/universal-declaration/human-rights-law/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Green_Initiative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_decline
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1316506126/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1316506126&linkId=eebd9af5080869ad1a08c48c39d4c50c
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/019023086X/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=019023086X&linkId=83f22a5083c8cd4c4d0e4723ca18d334
http://www.thepostil.com/why-pachamama/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2930650249/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2930650249&linkId=d5f56233daeda1c5fd7d0bc69ace2955
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1909606146/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1909606146&linkId=758a46a1589bff1723eec30774383c6c
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1909606146/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1909606146&linkId=758a46a1589bff1723eec30774383c6c
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1747-7093.2005.tb00555.x
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0367409658/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0367409658&linkId=ca62cb7742fbee0d5b0e03f36f7a2e08
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0061779261/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0061779261&linkId=87b5f81374d40a4561f61c468987e1a4
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Thus, the deeply ingrained Christian habit of the Western world, of trying to be moral in action and
thought, is weaponized against humanity, by making morality an efficient tool to achieve the goals of
environmentalism. Humanity has gravely sinned against the planet and now must sacrifice itself in
order to give an afterlife to mother earth. Here is the devastating consequence of Western Godlessness
– sublimating redemption into self-annihilation. Thus, humanicide is the cardinal virtue of
environmentalism. Since humanity is the greatest threat to the planet, humanity itself must find ways to
limit its own potential to do harm. And the best limitation is self-elimination.

The book opens with a rather
chilling dialogue, set in a stark future, between a father and son, after the “Great
Stop” (i.e., the world, as we know it, has been stopped). It is a zero-carbon dystopia,
where humanity proudly wears the badge of “Accursed Parasite,” and therefore the
human population is slowly but surely being wound down. A nation of sixty-million
now has 24 million – and counting.

Each human is allowed monthly CO2 rations, which means there is no travel, you must eat what is
allowed, and live in prescribed accommodations. There are no schools or labor of any kind – what
would be the point, since there is no world to build, let alone a future generation to prepare to inhabit it.
Rather, the world is only there to be unbuilt. And the earth is worshipped as the goddess, Gaia, the all-
wise mother, in whose praise the impieties of historical “Terracide” are remembered as piety, from a
time when humanity was barbaric and given to robbing the earth of its wealth. Such is the new "holy"
wisdom. Each human properly belongs to the “Official Altruistic Death Program” that encourages
people to voluntarily “humusate” themselves (that is, made into humus, which is so very useful to Gaia).
When the last human is thus composted, the planet finally will be able to recover from the destructive
human presence and rejuvenate itself. Gaia utterly cleansed of humanity is the highest virtue.

The points in this dialogue are based on actual studies put out by environmentalist “scientists;” none of
it is fantasy; only the conceit of the dialogue is imagined. In effect, environmentalism is an anti-human
death-cult. To that end, The Green Reich makes some very disturbing connections, which should really
make people question the kinds of politics that they are advocating when they hand power over to
ideologues who say they want to “save the planet.”

Godefridi points out that the environmentalists’ only talking point is the vilification of CO2. Few people
(voters) understand what is at stake here. Humanity is carbon, as is all of life – the very act of breathing

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0742532836/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0742532836&linkId=4ea55ff830a9a01e4daa7f40139e29f3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0742532836/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0742532836&linkId=4ea55ff830a9a01e4daa7f40139e29f3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2259027792/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2259027792&linkId=de1561c7fe91b418aef30ec5a8b4e78b
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2747528219/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2747528219&linkId=a084274014c9aa0c84c07697059692df
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0316526908/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0316526908&linkId=2ae373a8710c78eedb9800cf2b75e9dc
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0863151191/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0863151191&linkId=42446e43a35e888e82aa661c9db7fb74
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0863151191/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0863151191&linkId=42446e43a35e888e82aa661c9db7fb74
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/09/02/everything-youre-afraid-to-ask-about-human-composting
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2930650249/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2930650249&linkId=36910cb999f3e800fc46c90a73ede2c5
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/2930650249/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=2930650249&linkId=36910cb999f3e800fc46c90a73ede2c5
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is the constant emission of CO2. All life needs carbon; earth is dead without it. So, phrases like “carbon-
neutral,” “decarbonization” and “carbon-free” become code-words for a human-neutral, dehumanized,
human-free planet.

Once these code-phrases become
part of everyday thinking, humanicide itself becomes that much easier to implement,
because people will actually want to have a future that will have zero CO2 emissions
– that is, a future without human beings.

The first stage of this program involves the end to all fossil fuels, the burning of which is held to be the
greatest crime, or catastrophe. Here “local” takes on a drastic meaning, for you will only be able to
travel as far as your own two feet can take you, the combustion engine having been outlawed. Thus, no
cars, ships, planes or trains. And once herded into state-designated locales, humans will be that much
easier to cull. Do you see how much more efficient this is over Hitler’s ghettoization of the Jews? For
example, there are some environmentalists who object to relief aid for famine-stricken areas – because
they see famine as a boon to the life of the planet. The more humans that can be wiped out, the better.

A localized humanity will also have to eat differently, because animals raised for food emit far too much
CO2. This means that entire industries and livelihoods will be dismantled and eliminated, and a vague
sort of veganism will be mandated. Food will serve no purpose, because life will no longer have
intrinsic worth, which means that it will become harder and harder to justify human life as a good in
itself.

Next, given the elimination of entire
food groups, human health will undergo a drastic shift for the worse, as nutrition
and medicine will become pointless – the end-game being depopulation. Keeping a
human alive for years on end will serve no purpose whatsoever, especially since
said human needs and sheds CO2 constantly. But the dystopia is not over just
yet.

As already stated, the fundamental premise of environmentalism is its anti-human agenda. Thus, the
direst disaster that human beings bring upon this planet is to give birth to more human beings. Babies
are the greatest enemies of environmentalists, as these little, new humans produce too much CO2, and
besides are guarantors of the CO2 cycle grinding on well into the future. Therefore, births must be

https://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/C/carbon-based_life.html
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/properties-of-carbon/carbon/v/carbon-as-a-building-block-of-life
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/mar/20/save-the-planet-half-earth-kim-stanley-robinson
https://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/art_lifeboat_ethics_case_against_helping_poor.html
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0253334357/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0253334357&linkId=9387c1268262884ee1b28eb2813cde60
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/01/commission-report-great-food-transformation-plant-diet-climate-change/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/curbing-population-growth-and-climate-change_b_58d06fede4b0e0d348b34710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/curbing-population-growth-and-climate-change_b_58d06fede4b0e0d348b34710
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jul/12/want-to-fight-climate-change-have-fewer-children
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reduced, if not eliminated, where child-bearing will be a moral and legal crime. Ultimately,
environmentalism is a purified form of antinatalism, purified because human life is seen as harmful in its
very essence, not simply because of its actions, or its outcomes. It is no longer about too many humans
– the very fact that human life itself exists is bad – because humanity is a parasite upon the earth.

Godefridi describes the environmentalist ethic as “physisist,” where the being of the planet is more
valuable than human beings. This down-grading of humanity as the least desirable type of life-form
means that nature is the preferred value which supersedes any and all value that humans have given to
themselves. It is now the job of environmentalist “thinkers” to brainwash humans into disavowing their
own value. The planet cannot be saved with humans on it.

Such self-loathing is delivered for consumption via the education-media-culture conglomerate, where
“norm criticism” (that pusillanimous mental exercise that sees every form of Western thinking to be
inherently evil and fit only for eradication) is the ideology de rigueur. Thus, a habit of self-loathing is now
the proper way to “think,” which makes environmentalist propaganda a breeze to disseminate. Hatred
now is the most valuable cultural currency.

There are also various offshoots of antinatalism that derive their moral justification from
environmentalism, such as, the Voluntary Human Extinction Movement and the Church of Euthanasia,
both of which, as is obvious, work to rid the planet of humans, though Godefridi does not get into these.
Such movements may seem laughable and loony – but notice that they are offered no real opposition.
People simply accept the lie that there should not be to many people living on this planet. And it really
is an elaborate lie.

This is because no objection to antinatalism is now even possible in the West, given the normalization
of abortion, and now transgenderism and pedophilia. Everybody has already bought into the premise
that there are too many people on this planet, and therefore people really must have fewer and fewer
babies.

No one questions this assumption, let alone seeks to destroy it. No one in power disputes it – because
such politicians are put into office by voters who have already accepted the Malthusian presuppositions
of environmentalism. So, who will truly have the last laugh?

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jul/12/want-to-fight-climate-change-have-fewer-children
https://aeon.co/essays/having-children-is-not-life-affirming-its-immoral
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0199549265/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0199549265&linkId=d754a90a4e61b047c00dc212b2b4c93eB00J7UQAAI&linkId=5e292d46878182943b2abd458364ca38
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00J7UQAAI/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B00J7UQAAI&linkId=76e511be4158871e675507e4906fa54d
https://www.includegender.org/facts/norm-criticism/
http://www.vhemt.org/
https://www.churchofeuthanasia.org/
http://www.thepostil.com/population-and-its-decline/
https://ourworldindata.org/population-growth-and-famines
https://ourworldindata.org/population-growth-and-famines
https://srh.bmj.com/content/39/1/51
https://srh.bmj.com/content/39/1/51
https://www.michaelshouse.com/blog/whats-in-a-name-understanding-the-importance-of-transgender-identity/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/06/us/drag-queen-story-hour.html
https://www.wired.com/2015/04/biggest-threat-earth-many-kids/
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Many are the “philosophers” who promote this anti-human agenda, such as, Peter Wessel Zapffe,
Michel Onfray, Thomas Ligotti, Martin Neuffer, Jean-Christophe Lurenbaum, E.M. Cioran, David Benatar,
Gunther Bleibohm, and Julio Cabrera. Their etiology is rooted in the German philosopher, Arthur
Schopenhauer. What they advocate is now no longer unimaginable; it even passes for “scientific” truth –
the Chinese one-child policy is the perfect example of what can be done with the right kind of “help”
from the government. Again, the basic tenets of environmentalism are accepted without question by
the voting public.

It would have given Godefridi’s argument fullness if he had spent some time examining the deep
connections that environmentalism has with antinatalism. However, his book is more of a philosophical
essay rather than a history of those ideas that are now preparing us for mass extinction.

And, as such, Godefridi has written a stirring and urgent call to action for all humanity. We need to
abandon the differences that always play so prominent a role in how we manage this world. Instead, we
need to unite and confront the true enemy at the gates – the death-cult that is far too quickly gathering
momentum and adding devout and powerful believers into its folds. If we do not come together and
defeat this pernicious ideology, we may not survive the looming Holocaust that environmentalism is
now preparing for us. This is Godefridi’s urgent message.

Indeed, environmentalism has had great successes. It has convinced the majority of the public that
what it claims is scientific truth. It has convinced governments to implement anti-carbon policies, which
are anti-human policies. It has convinced people not to have children. It has convinced people to panic
whenever the environment is mentioned (eco-anxiety) – high emotions are the best way to bring about
quick change. It has convinced people to work against their own humanity, not only their own interests.

Only time will now tell how willingly people will allow themselves to be humusated, for humanity has
largely accepted the Great Myth that it is the source of all problems that are said to face the planet –
because it is the “Accursed Parasite.”

Perhaps it is for this reason that Godefridi chose a more ominous title for the English version of his book,
wherein the “logic” of Hitlerism concerning Jews is now extended to include all of humanity. In the
emerging Green Reich, we are all indeed Jews. And for us, who constitute the Accursed Parasite, there
is only the Final Solution, the ultimate Holocaust, so that the noble planet may at last be purified of its
most pernicious disease. It would seem that most humans have now been conditioned to agree,

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Peter+Wessel+Zapffe&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=ade8312d12e08f8390842d662d9d2000&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Michel+Onfray&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=0e31b69f22ede69e2c00f387bfc09301&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Thomas+Ligotti&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=6ec780e245990be447273520c5c14bb1&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Martin+Neuffer&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=8d7ede6875c764535b8f9c1c7b432085&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Jean-Christophe+Lurenbaum&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=8a24d115ddbeafe737fa8c5687aa3dc0&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=E.M.+Cioran&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=e920a329f7255bc5095eecdd06a97f01&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=David+Benatar&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=8de9317293ffe0eccd6b313bc6a46c47&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Gunther+Bleibohm&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&linkId=e596c92891f1023522c431dd9b895a27&tag=hygd89-20&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julio_Cabrera_(philosopher)
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1107414776/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1107414776&linkId=2e0f0169ed5deaa7005cd2e3463e1b36
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1107414776/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=hygd89-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1107414776&linkId=2e0f0169ed5deaa7005cd2e3463e1b36
https://www.forbes.com/sites/larrybell/2013/11/03/blood-and-gore-making-a-killing-on-anti-carbon-investment-hype/#446fca8232dc
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/the-child-free-life-why-so-many-american-women-are-deciding-not-to-have-kids/2018/05/31/89793784-64de-11e8-a768-ed043e33f1dc_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/16/opinion/sunday/fear-panic-climate-change-warming.html
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2220561-stressed-about-climate-change-eight-tips-for-managing-eco-anxiety/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/earthnews/9815862/Humans-are-plague-on-Earth-Attenborough.html
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because they accept everything that environmentalism preaches as the gospel-truth. Therefore, most
have already decided that people really do need to disappear.

All hail the Green Reich!

The photo shows, "Doomsday Abstraction," by Zdzislaw Beksinski.

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fbeautifulbizarre-net.exactdn.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2014%2F07%2FZdzis%25C5%2582aw_Beksi%25C5%2584ski_beautifulbizzare2.jpg%3Fstrip%3Dall%26ssl%3D1&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fbeautifulbizarre.net%2F2014%2F07%2F28%2Fzzdzislaw-beksinski-doomsday-abstraction%2F&docid=m5vfuZvI5wc57M&tbnid=AZ0CsQpz_9P3jM%3A&vet=1&w=1050&h=1064&bih=654&biw=1366&ved=2ahUKEwjspf2Vt5PmAhXOt1kKHceXA_YQxiAoAXoECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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